Introduction

The objective of this work is to create a method and means for logic object-oriented programming (LOOP) of the next generation video surveillance systems. The idea behind intelligent video surveillance is automatic processing of the real-time data received from monitoring cameras in order to identify abnormal events including recognition of socially dangerous human behavior [1]. Typical tasks of the existing commercial intelligent video surveillance systems include: identification of abandoned items, presence of people in the controlled area, attendance estimates, fallen person, sudden change in the object movement behavior, attempts to tamper with the surveillance cameras etc. Further development of intelligent video surveillance equipment and means is linked to analyzing activities of single persons and groups [1, 2]. The following lines of research are related to human behavior [2]: gesture analysis, action analysis, behavior analysis, and analysis of interaction between humans and objects. The authors are first of all interested in behavior analysis and analysis of interaction between humans and objects. Other research field of the authors is analysis of test animals’ behavior in biomedical science.

The key difference between human (animals) action analysis and behavior analysis is in that behavior analysis covers the context of the actions taken. For example, the same action – employees quickly leaving the office – is normal in the end of the business day and during a lunch break, but during other hours of the day it may indicate some emergency and must be considered as abnormal behavior of the group of people. Using logic languages is a convenient and reasonable way to accumulate and apply the knowledge about the context of the observed events. Therefore, logic programming has been recently recognized as one of the most promising trends in behavior analysis [3 – 11]. The idea of logic programming for intelligent video surveillance systems is in using some logic language to describe and analyze video scenes and behavior scenarios of humans, animals, and technical units. In this case logical formulas describe object properties related to the problem to be solved and temporal and spatial relations between analyzed objects and events. Extensions to the existing logic languages and logic programming systems are generally used to implement this idea.

W4 [3] was one of the first intelligent video surveillance systems where logic programming was used to analyze temporal sequences that describe movements of people. Paper [4] describes another intelligent surveillance system, VidMAP, that combines C++ video image analysis algorithms and...
Prolog logic programming system. VidMAP system ensures real-time video stream analysis, i.e. it processes video frames and makes logical inference at the same rate as the data is fed from video cameras. The system performs full cycle of video data processing including data input from one or several cameras, background removal, objects tracking, generation of logical formulas to describe the video scene, and logical inference. Paper [5] describes VERSA intelligent video surveillance system, which is based on SWI-Prolog logic programming system [12]. As opposed to VidMAP system VERSA does not provide full cycle of video images processing; logical inference is based on the pre-processed video frame descriptions. But VERSA includes the interval arithmetic based means to describe spatial and temporal relations between objects and events. Paper [6] describes the complex video and audio events recognition system based on Answer Set Programming [13]. Experiments with this system showed that this approach ensured high data processing speed sufficient to handle audio and video stream in real time.

One of the important research trends is developing fuzzy reasoning methods and means to analyze fuzzy and incomplete information about video scene and human, animal, and object behavior scenarios. Paper [7] describes the extension of predicate logic intended for fuzzy reasoning about observed objects and events. The predicate logic was augmented with bi-lattice formal description [14] that permits to handle fuzzy descriptions of observed images. Paper [8] describes another system based on the event calculus dialect [15] and the probabilistic logic programming system ProbLog [16]. The system input is fed with manually processed lists of so-called “short-term” events (walking, running, immobile condition, activity on the spot, and abrupt movements). Using probabilistic logical inference the system recognizes “long-term” human activities (a person left an item, meeting of people, joint movement of people, and a fight). One of the earlier works of the same research team [9] implemented the event calculus via standard logic programming means without probabilistic approach. Paper [8] discusses advantages and disadvantages of both approaches.

Paper [10] suggests a logical method of recognizing the acts of vandalism and hooliganism in the buses based on the video surveillance camera data. The audio and video data analysis is implemented via fuzzy logical inference. Paper [11] uses Prolog language to detect related groups of people in the crowd of passengers, which permits to identify ownership of objects and thus reduce the number of abandoned objects false alarms.

Logic programming is widely used in research dedicated to analyzing video information stored in databases [17-26]. Semantics and video scene analysis descriptions use approximately the same methods as intelligent video surveillance but they emphasize big data analysis rather than real time data processing. First works in this area were not directly related to logic programming but they include easily recognizable ideas implemented in modern video logical analysis systems. For example, paper [18] describes NAOS system intended to recognize events based on geometric description of dynamic scenes. For scene description, this system uses first order logical formulas extended with temporal intervals, and for analysis, it uses the reference matching mechanism and search with rollback, which is characteristic for modern logic programming languages. Paper [19] describes SOO-PIN system designed to analyze dynamic scene semantics, including object movements and interactions. Dynamic scenes analysis implementation is based on the theory of frames by Marvin Minsky [27]. It is interesting to note that the system was developed on the basis of object-oriented parallel logic language Parlog++ [28], but the meaning of terms “object-oriented language” and “parallel logic language” as used by the authors of [19] significantly differs from the meaning applied in the present paper. This issue will be discussed below in more details. Paper [20] describes SQL-like language of spatial-temporal queries to video database. The language permits to describe spatial relations between objects using Prolog language rules. Paper [21] considers the intelligent video surveillance system with speech based human-machine interface that permits to ask questions about observed events including event time and location, gender of the person observed. Prolog language is used to detect events. Paper [22] suggests using Markov logic networks [29] for description and analysis of video data semantics. The idea behind this method of knowledge representation consists of using the first-order predicate logic formulas with weights that indicate their accuracy. A type of direct logical inference is used for logical analysis of video scenes. Later the proposed mathematical apparatus was successfully used in [23] to analyze complex interaction of a group of people using basketball game as an example. The Markov logic network apparatus is used in [24] for video recording of trauma surgeon team work. Paper [25] describes another method of fuzzy reasoning about a video scene. First order
logic language extended by subjective logic [30] is used to describe a video scene. Paper [26] describes the probabilistic event logic mathematical apparatus that combines the first order predicate logic with the set of time intervals and probabilistic estimates. Behavior of volleyball players is used as an example to discuss the developed method of video analysis. Despite intensive research in this field, logical methods and means of video images semantics analysis have been implemented only in experimental systems. One of the main reasons behind this is overall technical gap between logic programming and other information science disciplines. This gap is particularly vivid because there are much more people involved in creating and developing imperative languages and programming systems as compared to development of experimental and industrial logic programming systems. It means that successful evolution of this discipline would require not only development of new logical analysis methods and means, but also enhancement (improvement) of logic languages translators, programming systems, and application libraries. The authors consider this work as a step towards practical application of video images logical analysis methods, therefore logical analysis methods and means will be discussed together with their implementation.

The key feature of our approach to logic programming of intelligent video surveillance systems is using Actor Prolog object-oriented logic language [31-34]. The authors believe that support of object-oriented programming is essential to transition logical analysis methods from experimental research to practical application. Unfortunately, most of the works in the field of intelligent video surveillance logic programming are based on using classic (not object-oriented) Prolog (i.e. first-order predicate logic in the form of Horn clauses). There are a number of reasons behind this:

1. Developers of video analysis logical methods and means often ignore practical application issues.
2. The problem of integrating object-oriented and logical approaches to programming is a separate field of theoretic and experimental studies [35] and up until now there is no generally accepted approach to tackle this problem.
3. The most common open source logic programming systems are not object-oriented.

The challenges of integrating logic and object-oriented programming approaches lie in the requirement to develop mathematical semantics for the object-oriented means of logic language. There are three major approaches to logic and object-oriented programming integration [35]:

1. “Non-logical approach” where the problem of developing the mathematical semantics of the language is simply ignored. Syntactic constructions similar to object-oriented means of imperative languages are introduced into the language. The authors believe that this approach is dead-ended.
2. The so-called “clausal approach”, where a set of Prolog language statements (Horn clauses) and logical variables is viewed as an “object”.
3. “Process approach”, where “objects” are recursive executable procedures. This approach was used in [19]. The authors believe that “process approach” is inconvenient in use and inefficient for implementation. For these reasons the logic programming means described in this paper are based on “clausal approach” to LOOP.

As compared to other programming languages, Actor Prolog [36, 37] has the following benefits:
1. All object-oriented language means have classical model-theoretic semantics. This means that there is a language subset for which standard theorems of logical inference soundness and completeness are fulfilled by resolution method. If certain conditions are satisfied it can be guaranteed that logic program will find all existing solutions of the problem and all found solutions will be mathematically correct.
2. Actor Prolog is a parallel logic language.
3. A translator of Actor Prolog to Java was developed [33, 34]. Logic language translation to Java is a reasonable choice for practical application of intelligent video surveillance methods, since it ensures reliability, portability, and openness of the created video processing systems.

This work describes the essentials of the method used to resolve intelligent video surveillance problem using recognition of abnormal human behavior as a case study.

### 1. Principals of Object-Oriented Logical Analysis of Video Images

Resolving the intelligent video surveillance problem can be split into low level recognition sub-problems (e.g. removal of video image background, segregation of persons and vehicles on the image, building the object movement trajectories, their speed estimates, etc.), and high level recognition sub-problems (e.g. recognition of running people, fights, abandoned items, etc.). Theret logical means are convenient for high level recognition problems, and the input data for such means / algorithms shall be the low level recognition results obtained from the video image analysis methods implemented on lower level programming languages.
Parallel logic programming is very useful in terms of structuring the program code text and is absolutely essential for on-line analysis of video images because different analysis steps have different priorities. Some operations (e.g. background removal, selecting the blobs (blob – a set of inter-related pixels at the video image foreground), objects tracking, etc.) are critical because skipping these operations may cause failure to capture objects on the video image. Other operations (analysis of objects interaction graph, visualization of analysis results, etc.) may be suspended to save computing power. Unfortunately, most of logic languages, including Prolog, were originally created as consequential languages. Today parallel logic languages are not scarce but nevertheless the existing projects of logic programming for intelligent video surveillance are still based on sequential logic languages.

The so-called underdetermined sets of Actor Prolog [36] are used to describe objects (elements) of video scenes. For example, the underdetermined set \( \{ \text{frame1: } B, \text{frame2: } E, \text{mean}\_velocity: V \} \) describes the section of the object movement trajectory within the time slot between frames \( B \) and \( E \). Variable \( V \) is the mean object movement speed along this section.

Relations between video scene elements are described by Horn clauses, e.g. the rule

\[
\text{is\_a\_running\_person}(E):= \\
E == \{ \text{frame1: } T1, \\
\text{frame2: } T2, \\
\text{mean}\_velocity: V, \\
\text{mean}\_standardized\_area: A, \\
\text{wr2}\_mean: M, \\
\text{wr2}\_skewness: S, \\
\text{wr2}\_cardinality: C | _ \}, \\
\text{is\_a\_fast\_object}(T1,T2,V), \\
\text{is\_a\_pedestrian}(A,M,S,C).
\]

will define the notion of a “running person” as a rapidly moving object, with the size and movement statistical metrics of this object matching a person (rather than a vehicle). Statistical metrics of the object movement will be discussed in section 3.

2. Example of Video Image Analysis

Let us review an example analysis of the video data from BEHAVE dataset [41] (Figure 1). Based on the logic programming method for intelligent video surveillance systems the program creates several parallel processes.

![Fig.1. A situation similar to a street incident (attack of a group of hooligans) is in a view field of the intelligent video surveillance program. Rectangular boxes highlight moving blobs, thick lines designate connected graphs of blobs movements. The color of graph edge identifies the blobs speed](image-url)
The first process reads the sequence of JPEG images, that emulates the real-time video input, and implements low-level analysis, i.e. background removal, blobs selection, objects tracking, identification of blobs interaction points. All these operations are performed via built-in Actor Prolog class ‘ImageSubtractor’, included into Java-library [39]. The second process analyzes the information pre-processed by the first process and displays the video surveillance results on the screen. Note that the second process must have lower priority as compared to the first one so that excessive utilization of computing resources by high level processing would not interrupt video capture in the first process.

The following scenario described by logical rules fits the purpose of recognizing abnormal human behavior in the example under review: “Somewhere in the camera field of vision two (or more) persons meet, after that a group splits and at least one person runs.” Such situation may be an evidence of a street incident, fight, or theft, so it should be highlighted as a possible case of abnormal behavior and a proper warning should be given to the video surveillance system operator.

The video data analysis method developed by the authors provides information about moving objects as Prolog terms (data structures) rather than Prolog facts (logical formulas). A logic program received the video image low-level analysis results as a data structure that describes the set of related graphs of blob movements. Each graph is represented as a list of underdetermined sets [36] that correspond to individual graph edges. Each edge is directed and provided with the following attributes: list of immediate predecessor edge numbers, list of direct successor edge numbers, coordinates and speed of a blob in different points of time, mean blob speed at this graph edge, etc.

Fig.2. Intelligent video surveillance program has recognized a street incident. Rectangular boxes designate current position of the incident parties. Other designations are the same as on Figure 1
It is assumed that the graph describes the target situation if it contains at least one edge A, with successor edge B that corresponds to a running person, and predecessor edge C that corresponds to meeting of at least two persons. The graph edge corresponds to a running person if a mean speed and track length of the corresponding blob meets the pre-set logical condition (see [40] for the detailed example of a logical definition). If some graph contains the target street incident scenario, the logic program will display “Attention!” on the screen and will identify the current position of the incident parties (Figure 2).

The example under examination is a simple logic program that performs intelligent video surveillance of abnormal human behavior. Note that logic language has sufficient expression means to program all required steps of information processing: real time input of video information, low-level video processing, logical analysis of video information, and displaying results on the screen.

3. Experimental Verification of Logical Object-Oriented Analysis Method and Means

Experimental verification of intelligent video surveillance software is not a trivial task, since recognizing abnormal behavior includes a hierarchy of interrelated recognition sub-tasks, namely:
1. Accurate selection of moving objects.
2. Sufficiently accurate calculation of coordinates and estimate of object movement speed within a frame.
3. Classification of objects in the frame, as a minimum segregation of walking (running) persons and vehicles.
4. Search of the objects movement track graphs for sub-graphs that correspond to target abnormal behavior patterns.

Simple testing of recognition algorithms, namely counting correctly and incorrectly recognized test images with ROC-curves is not sufficient and can even be misleading as applied to software quality, because it does not provide understanding of the situation when minor changes of video surveillance conditions that downgrade quantitative characteristics of the low-level methods may affect the quality of higher level problem solutions. Therefore, full-scale testing of intelligent video surveillance software will require:
1. Creating special test video clips that reflect real life video surveillance conditions, including possible camera angles, changing illumination and background, line-up of the objects under surveillance, etc.
2. Comprehensive testing of individual steps of video data processing, with an understanding what parameters of one processing step would have a significant impact on implementing the next steps. For example, spikes in the estimates of actual objects velocity are critical to detect the so-called “abrupt movements” at the next step but can be ignored in the processing scheme described above in section 2.
3. Joint testing of all analysis steps including analysis system performance test at different load levels.

The authors are primarily interested in experimental verification and testing of new recognition methods and means developed within the scope of this project. The experimental verification results for one of the interim video analysis steps will be discussed below, namely segregation of moving objects into “persons” and “vehicles” classes.

Video dataset BEHAVE [41] provides good material for experiments with this sub-task. This data set contains staged fights, pursuits, and other kinds of abnormal behavior with several persons involved. Video clips are shot outdoors where real pedestrians, vehicles, and bicycles are moving.

The very first experiments with analyzing BEHAVE video examples demonstrated that moving vehicles cause numerous false alarms in abnormal behavior recognition logic programs, which are sensitive to object movement speed. Experiment results analysis showed that it is essential to ensure reliable segregation between fast moving persons and vehicles (including bicycles), but the available literature provides description only of inadequate classification methods based on recognizing the moving object shapes (e.g. two bicycle wheels) and (or) cyclical leg movements of a walking (running) person. Such methods are inadequate since moving objects often appear just for a short period or are partially covered by other objects.

Metrics that characterize changes of the moving objects shape were developed to resolve the recognition problem [32]. The metrics are based on the window modification of the determination coefficient R², the mathematical meaning of this coefficient is a fraction of response variation Y, explained through the independent variable X in a certain regression equation. For example, if variable X means time, and variable Y – the length of the object contour, then R² value for a running person will be generally less than for a moving bicycle, because a running person is waving his hands and that results in constant changes in the length of his shape line without linear time dependence.

Mean value and skewness of R² values calculated in the non-overlapping windows were used as metrics to characterize moving objects.
Let us call a set of values below a window metrics $wR^2$ of some object movement track within the time interval from $t_B$ to $t_E$:

$$wR^2 = \left\{ R^2_{i,w} \right\},$$

where $t$ – time ($t \in \{ t_B + w/2,..., t_E - w/2 \}$) and $w$ – width of the window near the time moment $t$. Assume $wR^2_i$ – is the metrics $R^2$ value in the $i$-th window. Then the mean of the $wR^2$ value sample is

$$\text{mean}(wR^2) = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} wR^2_i \right) / n,$$

and the $R^2$ value sample skewness is

$$\text{skewness}(wR^2) = \left[ \sqrt{n(n-1)/(n-2)} \right] \cdot s(wR^2),$$

where $n$ – the number of windows at the examined section of the object movement trajectory.

Other factors being equal, vehicles as compared to pedestrians have greater values of metrics $\text{mean}(wR^2)$ (see Figure 3) and lesser values of metrics $\text{skewness}(wR^2)$. This permits to use these metrics in logical rules to segregate pedestrians from vehicles and bicycles, including fuzzy definitions.

![Value scattering of blobs movement metrics "mean by window R". Metrics window length - 440 ms. Real time processing, Pentium 2.64 GHz. Coordinate x designates the object velocity, coordinate y designates the metrics value. Circles designate persons: small light circles show single walking persons, large light circles show groups of walking persons, small dark circles show single running persons, large dark circles show groups of running persons. Diamonds designate vehicles: small dark diamonds show cyclists, large light diamonds show motor vehicles.](image)

The key feature of the developed analysis method is implementation of fuzzy logical definitions via standard arithmetical predicates. They are used to pre-determine threshold functions at various statistical metrics that characterize the size and shape changes of the objects. Model-theoretic semantics of logical formulas is preserved and regular SLD-resolution (depth-first search with backtracking) is used for logical inference, which ensures high information processing speed.

193 moving objects were selected from BEHAVE test set, the speed evaluation algorithm [31] selected 22 out of 193 blobs as fast objects. The next analysis stages used the developed moving objects size and shape change metrics [32] to correctly classify all 22 blobs (all 15 running persons and 7 vehicles were recognized correctly).

### 4. Further Development of Object-Oriented Logical Analysis

Development of video image analysis method and means is currently in progress. Main activities in this field include:

1. Development of distributed logic programming means.
2. Improvement of low-level image analysis algorithms.

Means of distributed logic programming are created...
for experimenting with multi-agent video information processing. The idea of multi-agent processing [42] originated from artificial intelligence science and implies that the video information collection and analysis system is broken down into a large number of independent programs (agents) that feature independence (the agent operates without direct involvement of a user or other agents), social networking (the agent interacts with other agents via certain preset mechanisms), reactivity (the agent responds to external events), and proactivity (the agent plans its activities to achieve certain goals).

Theoretically, using an agent-based approach to intelligent video surveillance systems development can ensure high flexibility, reliability, and scalability for such systems. For example, if individual agents perform different steps of low and high level video processing, a new type of analysis may be added to the system without modifying the existing agents and even without shutting down the system. To this end, a new agent is added to the system that can use the results of other agents and is able to communicate its own results to them.

The agents operating within the intelligent video surveillance system must perform specific functions beyond conventional processing and symbolic information exchange operations characteristic for standard agent programming platforms. For these reasons in the intelligent video surveillance projects the researches often develop their own agent platforms including Java-based ones, instead of trying to “squeeze” video processing into standard platforms.

Actor Prolog can be easily adapted to distributed intelligent video surveillance systems programming. This would not even require the language syntax expansion, possibility of remote method invocation for class instances from other programs will be sufficient [43]. We use Java remote method invocation (Java RMI) to implement this idea. The class instance received in the program from the outside can implement the remote predicate invocation, the same way as in the original instances of the program classes. Besides, the built-in classes of Actor Prolog responsible for image processing may use the class instances received from the outside for video data exchange.

The second field of work is related to video surveillance projects in biomedical experiments.

Figure 4. Video image of a test animal in a box. The rectangles indicate the blobs corresponding to an animal and the cable connecting the implanted electrodes with transmitters. Video is courtesy of Institute of Higher Nervous Activity and Neurophysiology of RAS.
Figure 4 shows an example of video image of a test animal with implanted electroencephalographic (EEG) electrodes. The experiment objective was to study brain seizure activity, i.e. EEG of the test animal brain and animal behavior are recorded simultaneously. Comparing the EEG data and behavior is in particular required because fast movements of test animals may cause artefacts in EEG records, which are very similar to epileptic discharges. The video surveillance objective is to recognize animal fast movements and use this information for experiment results interpretation. The animal behavior is monitored round-the-clock including poor lighting environment. The animal fur color is only slightly different from the wood shredding on the cage floor; that is why precise segregation of the animal shape is a rather challenging task. Current developments include the background removal methods tolerant to poor lighting and lack of color information.

**Conclusion**

The paper discusses the object-oriented logic programming methods and means for intelligent video surveillance systems. The developed logic programming means include Actor Prolog object-oriented logic language translator to Java, open source library of built-in Actor-Prolog-Java classes [39] that includes low-level video analysis and computer graphics procedures, and Actor Prolog language programming environment. Object-oriented means of the logic language permit to split the program into interacting parallel processes that implement different stages of video processing and scene analysis; and translation to Java ensures reliability, portability, and openness of the created intelligent video surveillance programs. The developed software was published on-line [44] together with links to sample video data and articles dedicated to logic programming of video processing. The web-site [44] was created to support research in the field of logic programming of intelligent video surveillance system.
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